
WHEN NEW DATE ------ 31't October 2023 - Please note that this is a Tuesday

WHERE London Transport Museum - Acton

WHAT The Museum Depot at Acton holds the majority of the Museum's collections which
are not on display in the main Museum in Covent Garden.
Our guided tours allow you to go behind the scenes at this working depot and explore
this treasure trove of transport history. Discover delights like historic road and rail
vehicles, engineering equipment, original artworks and posters, signs and maps, and

learn from our knowledgeable volunteer guides.

We will be taking two tours during the day.
The Depot tour which reviews the main artefacts in the depot. Examples of
Underground trains, Buses and hundreds of items associated with transport in and

around London.
The Poster tour concentrates on the many posters that have advertised transport
around London going back to the first in the early 1900's. Some original artworks by

famous artists are stored in the collection together with the resulting poster.

We will divide the group in two, spend the morning on one tour and then swap to
complete the other in the afternoon.
Please bring something to eat for lunch. There are toilet facilities on site and a room is
available for us to eat in while we are there.

LOCATION 2 Museum Way, 118-120 Gunnersbury Ln, Acton, London - W3 9BQ

what3words : riots. fl ows. spends

FACILITIES Toilets on site, and there is a room for us to eat lunch.

TIMING Leave Weston Turville by coach at 8-30am to arrive at 10-30. We will leave by 4-15pm

to return home
COSTS The combined fee will be f40 (subject to change if coach costs rise), for the coach and

the two tours. This is based on 35 participants who we hope will be the minimum

number who will wish to join the trip. We will also have to limit the number of
participants to 40 as 20 is the maximum for the Poster tour.

OTHER

ACTIVITIES

None


